
(7) a. B. ma tiwi-ye pwesye, a to setyup.

B. REAL man.press-TR branch but NEG be.broken

‘B. pressed the branch manually, 

but it is not broken’

b. B. ma ta tiwi-ye lee, # a to setyup.

B. REAL cut break-TR tree but NEG be.broken

‘B. broke the tree by cutting it, 

# but it is not broken.’

(8) Bong ma *(ta) wa / mwelili-ane pwesye.

Bong REAL cut split small-TR branch

‘Bong split the branch by cutting it.’

(9) Bong ma tiwi-r tiwiye pwesye.

Bong REAL man.press-INTR break-TR branch

‘B. broke the branch by pressing it manually.’

Manner/result polysemy as contextual allosemy:

Evidence from Daakaka
Jens Hopperdietzel, University of Manchester, jens.hopperdietzel@manchester.ac.uk

 Adopting a syntactic approach, manner/result complementarity follows from the structural position, in

which a-categorical roots are merged within the syntactic derivation, relative to an event-introducing

verbalizer (Hopperdietzel 2022, Folli & Harley 2020, Alexiadou et al. 2015, M&AM 2012, Embick 2004).

 Against traditional assumptions that roots can be classified as manner or result roots according to their

semantic type, i.e. event vs. state, which determine their distribution (cf. ontological classes), manner/

result polysemy shows that the some root can function as both event modifier and event argument.

 Consequently, a-categorial roots are semantically underspecified and receive their respective inter-

pretation only within their relative morphosyntactic contexts, via contextual allosemy (11).

(cf. Harley 2014, Marantz 2013, Levinson 2010; also A&A 2013, Arad 2005).

Contextual allosemy

 In decompositional approaches to verb meaning, roots function as either modifiers specifying the

manner of an abstract event, i.e. manner roots (3a), or as arguments that name a result state, i.e. result

roots (3b), but crucially as both simultaneously (3c) (L&RH 1991; also B&KG 2012 i.a.).

(3) a. [x ACT<root> (y)] b. [x ACT Cause [y <root>]] c. * [x ACT<rooti> Cause [y <rooti>]]

[KimACT<push> (door)] [Kim ACT Cause [door <open>]]

 Kim pushed the door.  Kim opened the door.

 It is therefore commonly assumed that roots belong to ontological classes, i.e. manner or result roots,

that determine their semantic and syntactic properties (Alexiadou et al. 2015, LRH 2010 i.a.).

 Yet, some roots that are subject to manner/result polysemy, i.e. they specify either the manner or the

result component of a verb, question a strict classification (B&KG 2017, L&RH 2014, 2013, A&A 2013).

(4) a. [Peter ACT<root> [AT rope]] CONATIVE b. [Cause [rope <root>]] ANTICAUSATIVE

KimACT<cut> [AT rope]] [Cause [rope <cut>]]

Kim cut at the rope. The rope cut.

(5) a. Bong ma tiwi-ye pwesye ente # ane tee.

Bong REAL man.press-TRbranch DEM with axe

‘Bong pressed the branch manually

#with an axe.’

b. Bong ma ta tiwi-ye pwesye ente ane tee.

Bong REAL cut break-TR branch DEM with axe

‘Bong broke the branch by cutting it with an axe.’

(6) a. Bong ma tiwi-r.

Bong REAL man.press-INTR

‘ ‘Bong pressed manually.’

b. # Bong ma ta tiwi-r.

Bong REAL cut break-INTR branch

Int.: ‘Bong broke by cutting.’

Manner diagnostics

 In Daakaka, both manner and result verbs undergo transitivity alternations (Hopperdietzel 2020):

 Manner verbs exhibit intransitive verb forms that occur in the context of object deletion (12b).

(12) a. Bong ma tiwi-ye pwesye ente. b. Bong ma tiwi-r .

Bong REAL man.press-TR tree DEM Bong REAL man.press-INTR

‘Bong manually pressed the branches.’ ‘Bong manually pressed.’

 Result verbs undergo the causative alternation. In the context of the root √tiwi, the anticausative

form is suppletive (13b) (cf. Voice-conditioned allomorphy).

(13) a. Bong ma ta tiwi-ye lee ente. b. Lee ente ma setuyp.

Bong REAL cut break-TR tree DEM tree DEM REAL break.INTR

‘Bong broke the tree by cutting it.’ ‘The tree is broken/ broke.’

 As a result, polysemous verbs exhibit complex paradigms of four verb forms where the spell-out con-

.ditions of contextual allomorphy and contextual allosemy (partly) overlap (cf. Harðarson 2021 i.a.).

(14) ⟦√𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖⟧ ↔ λe. press.manually(e) | /tiwi/ \ [VoiceP DP [Voice’ Voice [vP __ [v’ v DP]]]] 

↔ λe. press.manually(e) | /tiwi/ \ [VoiceP DP [Voice’ Voice [vP __ [v’ v ]]]] 

↔ λs. broken(s) | /tiwi/ \ [VoiceP DP [Voice’ Voice [vP v [ResP ___ [Res’ Res DP]]]]] 
↔ λs. broken(s) | /setyup/ \ [vP v [ResP ___ [Res’ Res DP]]]

 Root suppletion provides independent support for a syntactic account of manner/result polysemy.

Suppletive paradigms

 The endangered language Daakaka (Central Vanuatu, 

Oceanic, Austronesian) is spoken by 1.000 speakers on 

the island of Ambrym, Vanuatu (von Prince 2015).

 SVO; neutral case; pre-verbal TMA; Voice suppletion

(2) Bong ma tiwi-ye pwesye ente.

Bong REAL man.press-TR branch DEM

‘Bong pressed the branch manually.’

 Data: - three fieldtrips to the community (2017/2019/2022)

- corpus data (von Prince 2013, Hopperdietzel 2020)

- grammar & dictionary (von Prince 2015, 2017)

Manner/result complementary

Result diagnostics

Instruments: (L&RH Hovav 2011 i.a.)

Manner verbs are sensitive to instrumental

modification, as instruments need to satisfy

the entailed manner component (5a).

Result verbs are less restrictions, since the

causing event is underspecified and can be

modified by any (compatible) instrument (5b).

Object deletion: (L&RH 2001 i.a.)

Object deletion is subject to the argument-per-

subevent condition, i.e. every sub-event of a verb

predicate must be related to an argument.

While mono-eventive manner verbs allow object de-

letion (6a), bi-eventive causative verbs do not (6b)

(cf. (in)transitive morphology; Hopperdietzel 2020).

Denial of result: (B&KG 2012 i.a.)

As causative result verb entail a result state,

the denial of a such a result state is contra-

dictory (7a).

Manner verbs instead allow such a denial, as

they do not lexicalize a result meaning

component (7b).

Serializing causatives: (Hopperdietzel 2021)

Daakaka causatives are subject to a serializing

condition, i.e. causative verbs are only grammatical

in the context of a manner vP-adjunct in RSVCs (8).

Both manner and result variant of the same ambi-

guous root can combine in resultative SVCs, without

redundancy in meaning (9).

Manner result complementary (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2008: 1)

Manner and result meaning components are in complementary distribution: a verb lexicalizes only one.

 Manner roots as event modifiers are merged

in the modifying position of the event-

introducing categorizer v (sisters of v’).

 Result roots as event argument are merged

as state-modifiers within an a-categorical

Res(ult)P in the complement position of the

(causing) event-introducing categorizer v.

 As a single categorizer can only categorize a

single root, manner/ result complementarity

follows from categorization restrictions.

 In the understudied language Daakaka (Vanuatu, Oceanic, Austronesian), a group of transitive verbs are

polysemous in lexicalizing either manner or result meaning components (i.e. manner/result polysemy).

(1) a. Bong ma tiwi-ye pwesye ente. b. Bong ma ta tiwi-ye lee ente.

Bong REAL man.press-TR branch DEM Bong REAL cut break-TR tree DEM

‘Bong performed manual pressure on the branches.’ ‘Bong broke the tree by cutting it.’

 Based on original fieldwork, I show that despite this polysemy, manner and result meaning components

are in complementary distribution (cf. manner/result complementary; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2010).

 As the interpretation of the root is sensitive to its morphosyntactic context, manner/result polysemy will

be analyzed an instance of contextual allosemy (Harley 2014, Marantz 2013, Levinson 2010).

 Manner/result complementary is structural (Folli & Harley 2020, Alexiadou et al. 2015, M&AM 2012).

 Root meaning is configurational (Harley 2015, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2013, Levinson 2011).

Daakaka

Overview

(11) a. 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ↔ λe. manner(e)

b. 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 ↔ λs. result(s)

c. 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑠 ↔ λe. manner(e) \ [vP__ [v’ v (DP)]

↔ λs. result(s) \ [vPv [ResP __ [Res’ Res DP]

 As the manner and result meaning component of polysemous verbs are in complementarity distribution,

derivational accounts that derive the manner from the result meaning, or vice versa, via a (silent)

morphosemantic operation violate the monotonicity principle on word formation (PMC).

(15) ⟦√𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖⟧ ↔ λs. broken(s) *DERIVATION ⟦√𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖+ø⟧ ↔ λe. press.manually(e)

 Coercion accounts that coerce the manner from the result meaning, or vice versa, also violate the PMC.

(16) ⟦𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖⟧ ↔ λs. broken(s) *COERCION ⟦𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖⟧ ↔ λe. press.manually(e)

 As a purely semantic/pragmatic process, coercion also leaves morphosyntactic reflex unexplained.

 Homophonicity, i.e. two (synchronically) independent roots with the same phonological spell-out, lose the

intuitive prototypical relation between polysemous forms (cf. Hopperdietzel 2020, L&RH 2014, 2013).

(17) a. ⟦√𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖1⟧ ↔ λe. press.manually(e) b. ⟦√𝑡𝑖𝑤𝑖2⟧ ↔ λs. broken(s)

 Idiosyncratic Voice morphology in Daakaka suggests a single underlying syntactic entity (cf. Harley 2014).

Alternative accounts

The principle of monotonic composition (PMC) (Koontz-Garboden 2012, 2007)

Word formation operations do not remove operators from lexical semantic representations.

 Daakaka manner/result polysemy obeys the principle of manner/result complementary, as manner and

result meaning components are in complementary distribution but suggest that this principle does not

operate on the word or root level.

 Instead, it supports a configurational account where manner and result interpretations are associated

with designated morphosyntactic positions relative to an eventive verbalizer v.

 Consequently, roots are semantically underspecified and receive their idiosyncratic interpretation only in

their relative syntactic configuration (cf. contextual allosemy), whereby their distribution is determined

by the availability of the respective allosemes in the encyclopaedia.
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